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(Our statue group in the front garden) 

Dear Readers wherever you may be, 

Thank you for numerous ‘echoes’ to previous Chronicles and often you own 
news and experiences. 

Peter, IIva and James my prayerful sympathies on your Mom’s unexpected 
death; a personal mail later; just now though: prayers and belief. 

Perhaps the opinion is rife that Saints thrive from rumours, opinions and 
gossip…buy so often based on fact : smoke = fire ? 

With reference to ‘activities’ on Ascension Island from someone who knows, 
that in addition to the multitude of satellite facilities I wrote about previously, 
there’s also training in the use of dromes for military purposes and I gather as 
big as a squared motor vehicle. This means that sitting before a control panel 
at a military facility, say somewhere the UK drones are able to penetrate an 
opponents defences or territory and decide from afar what appropriate action 
to take. Digital Spy in the sky … warfare decided on a screen. 

Friday our church’s very first wheelie was delivered; up to now we used a 
communal dumpster in the street. Though it must be said all household 
refuse is collected TWICE a week and there is no ‘council’ levy nor does the 
wheelie cost anything – all traditional British service and Yes, on delivery with 
a smile!. We had to wait for over a year to get one. Like those in the UK and 
SA they are designated colour-coded for various types of refuse. What rather 
fascinates me that they are both a German patent and manufactured in 
Germany (for UK & SA too). Heaven forbid when Brexit kicks-in….or – 
excuse the insensitive pun –when Britain is dumped! 

And in case it may be thought we are backward in our approach to Refuse in 
general, besides the landfill efforts of the past decades we have developed 
‘Re-cycling’ at Horse Point: tins, glass, electronics, paper etc. all 
compartmentalized – the only major short-coming being we haven’t any 
‘arrangement’ beyond this step… just lies there. 

One final salient feature of all things ‘wheelies’ is that courtesy of the artist 
Paul Cooper of the Schoenstatt Movement Manchester, the church’s wheelie 
is indentify by a stylized outline of the Schoenstatt Shrine of vinyl stuck on the 
front. Thanks Paul for sending it in October 2017…sorry recognition was a 
long time in coming. 

The grass coverage of the back garden is ¾ complete just have to move a 
whole lot of rubbish from the final section and vollà : Mini golf / Putt Putt is a 
possibility. 



Fairly recently we now have regular screenings of the latest film releases. 
One of the schoolteachers at Prince Andrew (High) School – PAS, downloads 
films from the digital cloud and screens them for a small selected group. They 
are screened at the open-sided Mule Yard  (adjacent to the pool) which 
includes a reasonable Cash Bar. The presentations are of high quality both in 
image and sound played through excellent high quality speakers. No charge! 
Two weeks ago we watched the film on the music life of Freddie Mercury 
‘Bohemian Rhapsody and this week ‘They shall not grow old’ WW I vintage 
documents woven together in normal speed with colour dropped in and 
sound and voices added by skilfully lip-reading what was actual said in 
originally silent film. 

Late yesterday afternoon – Saturday 9th, our local up-market hotel, offered 
on the outside terraces Sushi and Sashimi. It was good and was the first 
occasion to showcase and highlight the excellent tuna from offshore St 
Helena. The Japanese market considers it the best in the world. The difficulty 
is the logistics to get the tuna in a fresh state to the markets in Japan. 

On this occasion Michael Binyon, eminent journalist for The Times of London 
and a party of some 25 visitors were present. Thursday evening Michael gave 
an excellent resume of the world political scene with few countries left out. 
His repeated conclusion is that factual or fact news via Cell /Mobile or Handi 
has the ‘power’ to generate public opinion and consequently a common 
response. Get it right and you change systems and make or break people. 

He also expressed a strong opinion that Pakistan is a smouldering powder 
keg of too many variables, which is just waiting it ‘to happen’, which would 
have huge international repercussions. 

For those of you of the pioneering generation of Constantia parish, Michael 
Binyon is the split image of the architect. Julian Elliott, who designed the 
parish church; in fact I thought it must be his twin or brother. Quite 
remarkable. 

In conclusion, Tickey the kitten has spent the past hour playing with a dried-
up hibiscus bud, re-arranged the cushions on the lounge suite and re-located 
several floor mats,,, Wit-poodjie condones from a supine distance. 

Latest: just decided to type on the pc key-board – the screen fascinates him. 

With my prayerful wishes for a good week and perhaps a pleasant surprise 
on 14th making you realize you are precious and loved.        Father David 


